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ABSTRACT

A hydrodynamic approach has
uation of motion method to treat
of plasmons in an electron gas.
effects are included by means of

been combined with the eq 
the nonlinear interactions
Exchange and correlation
appropriate pressure terms.

Corrections to the k term of the plasmon energy are o b 
tained by solving the integral eigenvalue equation found for
the new collective excitation energy.
It is found that the
new plasmon energy becomes imaginary when the density p a r a 
meter 1r =16. 9; this is a possible indication that the
electron gas is undergoing a phase transition into the
electron lattice.
It is found that the changes in the ground
state energy caused by the new plasmon energy reduce the
ground state energy by about 10% for the alkali metals,
worsening the agreement with experiment.
The effects of
plasmon-plasmon coupling do not appear to be experimentally
observable either in transmission experiments or experiments
dependent on plasmon lifetimes.

I.

INTRODUCTION

That branch of physics commonly called many-body theory
is now about 20 years old.

Many-body theory deals with the

problem of describing systems which contain many interacting ,
particles

(perhaps 10
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particles per cubic centimeter is

the order of magnitude).
The classical problem in modern many-body theory is
that of interacting electrons in a metal.

The long-range

nature of the Coulomb interaction between electrons prevent
ed a consistent description of electrons in metals for many
years.

The usual Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation techni

ques are not powerful enough to cope with the divergences
which appear when one tries to treat the Coulomb interaction
as a small perturbation on the kinetic energy.
The first truly successful attempt to incorporate the
Coulomb interaction into the Hamiltonian for an electron
system in a metal was carried out by Bohm and Pines in a
series of papers in the early fifties.

The essential fea

ture of their treatment (which is usually called the collec
tive-coordinates description) was the separation of the long
range and short-range interactions; the long-range part
gives rise to the collective oscillations in the system
which are called plasmons.

The short-range portion describes
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the motion of the individual electrons;
"particles" in t h e .system,

The two groups of

the electrons which interact via

a short-range potential and the plasmons, were coupled to
each other and among themselves individually be certain terms
in the resulting Hamiltonian which could be considered small.
T h u s , in the random phase approximation for the plasmons
(which simply means,that plasmons of different momenta do
not interact), the plasmon part of the Hamiltonian appears
as a set of noninteracting harmonic oscillators, oscillating
at the plasma frequency

COq

.

When the effect of the elec-

tron-plasmon coupling term w a s ,introduced (by m e a n s iof a a
canonical transformation,applied to the entire Hamiltonian
of the system) the plasmon frequency became wavevector-dependent, and was given by

V . "
where

COos

.

. '

■:,
ff*/7»/hn , vQ is the Fermi velocity,

Fermi momentum and n Q ,is the density of electrons.

;

.

.

the
This

result is referred to throughout this thesis as the "usual
microscopic-theory prediction".
Following closely on the heels of the Bohm-Pines work
were the approaches of a number of.other people using diff•
erent techniques.

Gell-Mann and Brueckner

showed that

perturbation methods could be used from the outset (without
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separating the Hamiltonian into collective and individual
particle groups) if one would sum all the most-divergent
terms in the perturbation series.
A number of workers have treated the problem by comput
ing the dielectric response function for the electron gas.
Using this approach, Nozieres and Pines

obtained a disper-

sionrrelation like the one above but without the term

—{3l20)(A)o/ko

.

Their treatment was based on a self-consis

tent time-dependent perturbation calculation.

By using

diagram techniques, DuBois^ computed the dielectric response
function and from it determined the plasmon dispersion rela
tionship, in agreement with that given above.’

Sawada et al^

have used an equation-of-motion attack to compute the diel
ectric response function, and obtained a dispersion relation
which agrees exactly with that of Nozieres and Pines.
Ferrell^ has used a self-consistent method modified to in
clude exchange, obtaining a dispersion relation in agreement
with that given above.

/

All of the above m e t h o d s , while providing good descrip
tions of plasmons to lowest order in their various calculational procedures, suffer from the defect that attempts to
include higher-order interactions always lead to burgeoning
computational difficulties.- The diagram t e c h n i q u e s , a n d
indeed any of the methods which involve infinite sums of
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terms, are probably most celebrated in this respect.

The

various and numerous attempts to extend the diagram approach
to other than the diagrams for lowest-order polarization
(which is equivalent to the random phase approximation)

and

exchange, have led to results which are at best incomplete
and at worst, simply wrong.

(In the course of his work on

this thesis the author has attempted both a self-consistent
time-dependent approach and a d i a g r a m ;approach; the results
of these efforts were both incomplete and w r o n g ) ..
Probably the first paper to use .hydrodynamics in, treating the electron gas was that by Ritchie.I

The hydrodynamic

Q

treatment was developed by Bloch
study electrons in atoms.

in the early thirties to

It treats the charged electron

gas as a fluid which obeys the proper equations of motion
for the gas.

Wakano^ was first to quantize the hydrodynam-

ical model (in his work on atoms).

Ritchie first used it in

a form containing only the Pauli contribution to the pressure
to predict the existence of surface plasma oscillations.
The same model was used recently by Wilems and R i t c h i e ^ to
incorporate t h e !effects of both radiation land.a beam of fast
charged particles into the electron g a s . > They also used
just the Pauli:contribution to the pressure-density relation.
This thesis considers the problem of the consequences
of plasmon-plasmon interactions within the electron gas.

-
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The quantum hydrodynamic approach is used, together with the
equation-of-motion technique, to include the effects of an
expanded pressure-density relation, one which includes the
Pauli term, the exchange contribution, and an expression
which accounts for the correlations due to the Coulomb int
eractions ..

,

.

The hydrodynamic treatment is conceptually similar to
the Bohm-Pines collective coordinate approach.

That is, the

hydrodynamic attack.recognizes implicitely that the collec
tive motion is the result of the long-range part of the
Coulomb interaction (reflected in the fact that the sums
over wavevectors go only to some cutoff kc < k f »
momentum).

the Fermi

It tacitly ignores the short-range interactions

between the particles, i.e. interactions associated with
wavevectors k ^ < k < k^.
Chapter II is devoted to deriving the proper Hamilton
ian of the system to third order in the density fluctuations.
The system is quantized and its relation to the microscopic
theory is discussed.
Chapter III is concerned with obtaining the consequen
ces of the nonlinear portion of the Hamiltonian, in the
guise of a correction to the plasmon dispersion relation.
An integral eigenvalue equation is obtained by the equationof-motion method, and is solved to get the corrections to
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to the plasma frequency.
Chapter IV examines the ramifications of the new plasma
frequency for the problem of the electron lattice.
Chapter V briefly discusses the correction which the
nonlinear terms add to the ground-state energy.
Chapter VI discusses possible experimentally-observable
effects due to the nonlinear correction to the plasma d is
persion relation.

The available data from transmission ex-

eriments are examined.

Calculations of the contribution of

the plasmon-plasmon interactions to the lifetime of a plasmon are carried out and discussed.

II.

A.
I.

DERIVATION OF THE HAMILTONIAN

Equations of Motion and Lagrangian

Equations of Motion

,

In the hydrodynamic approach the electron gas must sat
isfy three equations of m o t i o n . .. ,The first is Poisson's eq-- -

nation:

(2/1)

7 z4?=47r<5(n-n.)

where CP is the electric potential and n is the number dens
ity of electrons.

The second equation is the continuity eq-

uation:

here v is the velocity field.

If there are no forces acting

on the system which can cause the fluid to circulate (such '
as magnetic forces), we c a n :set

VXV*# and

put

’is,the so-called scalar velocity potential.

where
The m a g n e 

tic forces which arise from currents in the fluid can be n e 
glected because they are of order v/c where c is the velocity
'

of light.

;;

*

;

*" •

-V ■

The continuity equation then becomes

I*

:

= V-CnvpJ

The dynamics are contained in the Euler equation

(2 .2 )

8

mn

-- vP+ne vc?

where m is the mass of an electron, P is the p r e s s u r e , and
jg-y-ir* V7

is the co-moving time derivative.

assume that P is a function of n , then

VP*j~YYl»
art

If we
Substitut-

ing ir= - p y we have

jficjit n
Applying the co-moving time derivative to

Vif

we obtain

Therefore,

We now form the scalar product of both sides of this equation
with

dr

scalar.

11

and use the fact that c/f-Vp* a/3 where

(3

is some

*'

After integrating the resulting equation, we get

the third equation of motion for the electron gas:

(2.3)

We now turn to the problem of determining the Lagrangian
density which will give rise to E q s . (2.1) , (2.2) and (2.3).

9
2.

The Lagrangian Density
As usu a l , the equations of motion follow from the Euler

Lagrange equations which are obtained by varying the Lagrangian L such that

.

In terms of the Lagrangian density
J)

<2qf _

r t S W

where

A

is n,

T

)

+ l

or

V*

j

these equations are

-c^

T^

~

in turn.

r A = 0

We shall show that the

Lagrangian density which will produce the desired equations
of motion is

To show that this is a valid choice for
.

c£ , we first let

The only term which appears is

;

if"f (vW z+6* - 5O2
The last two terms are just J

integrated once by p a r t s .

Thus, this equation gives us E q . (2.3).
Putting /1= <P

we obtain

jjf V x^ s= e (n-n<>)

>

/
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which is just Eq.

(2.1).

Finally, w h e n //=^we get

Jjr(Hm)-V-(Htnvr)=C?,
Upon dividing by m and putting T ^ = - V w e

find E q . (2.2).

B. Hamiltonian
I.

Classical Hamiltonian Density
.
^
- ' \
The Hamiltonian is the volume integral of the Hamilton

ian density which, in t u r n , is defined as

X-nff-1 ;
With our choice for

r is

£

■

the momentum density 1TZT conjugate to

"-

'. '
i
.■,
(2.4)

TC=Mn
Thus,

'fi

becomes

Ti-

ecpcn-n.')-#7f(Vtf)2;

(2,5)

VC

Since we shall be interested in the volume integral of
let us examine the volume integral of the last term.
Green's theorem we have

By

• ,

- S r l l w P v=ZrrL^v e f -hSrricPv^ jv-

,
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We shall assume that

Cp

goes to zero fast enough so that

the surface integral will vanish.

Replacing

with

in the resulting equation, we find that the
Hamiltonian density is unaltered if we replace
(l/2)e(n-no) .

-U/^Z/X^T by

Therefore, we shall take the Hamiltonian den

sity to be

(2.6)

-ft=

2.

Reduction to Normal Coordinates
Our goal is to express

in a form containing a sing

le field quantity, which we choose to be n.
and

Cp

V*

Therefore,

must be expressed in terms of n; the equations of

motion permit us to do so.
Let us first express all the fields in terms of Fourier
series:

r

(2.7)

cpM) = L Qit) e * f'r
% 6

(2.8)

y ( w = Z ^ < y c ‘> r .

(2.9)

IrKtit)=

Equation (2.1) allows us to relate CP to n.

Thus

12

cp4«

(2.10)

; = - ^ | ^

We can use the continuity equation, Eq.

(2.2), to relate n

and

H*

Eq.

(2.2) we obtain the following relationship:

.

After substituting the Fourier series into

n

,

=

-

£

5q. I .

-

With an approximation soon to be made in mind, we write this
equation as

.

=

-n* %,

Solving this equation for

zV * t*
%

g •

and iterating the relationship

thus obtained once, we have
/

The following assumption is now made.

nK K 1

( 2 . 11)

It will be assumed

that the density n ( r ,t) can be written as

rur;t)=n.+n,(Kt)
where nQ is independent of both time and position (it is the
usual unperturbed charge distribution within the electron
gas), and n^(r,t)

contains all the deviation from equilibrium.

T h u s , n Q is just the q=0 component of the Fourier series for
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n ( r ,t) and is time independent.

We therefore have

im n(v^-i< (>e(inrn,)= £(n,+ n,)m (y¥T- i e y n

,.

Upon substituting the Fourier series into this equation and
performing-the volume integration required; we have

[f

7 K% r u ^ ^ L

KW

Ai

A=

The above is the total Hamiltonian for the system, without
the pressure term which does not involve

tP

(we shall treat

the pressure term in the same manner presently). - In terms
of the conjugate variables TTic and

this part of the H a m 

iltonian is

H-U'%
Because the portion of H tied up in the pressure term invol
ves only n,

it can be expressed

now proceed

to drop

the kinetic energy term which contains

TT^K-K'

. This

is done for two reasons.

that this term will

solely in terms of 77.

We -

The first is

destroy the symmetry needed to perform

subsequent calculations when solving the equation of motion.
Second, we intend to seek corrections to the plasmon energy
which are valid to second order in the wavev e c t o r ; this
kinetic energy term will introduce terms of higher order
than k^.

H* is then

14

H = iL (m n 'K * rk £K+ f $ f e r r Km K)v.

(2.12)

We have put in the classical plasma frequency
It is clear that with a judicious.:redefinition of

.
and

TTk

H ' can be recast in the usual harmonic oscillator form, with
frequency 60«.

C.

The Pressure Terms

We shall now consider the pressure-density term which
has been neglected until now.

Recall that the pressure part

of the Hamiltonian is written as

*

-

H

*

s

*

*

.

To e valuate;this contribution we need to know how the press
ure depends on the density for our particular problem.

The

pressure-density relation we shall use is of the form

Pm)szRcn)+Fl(H)+%av+ f+cn)
where

f}(r>) = m 0 r ) Hs'3
P1OV=■-][

n*/s

(2.12a)
(2.12b)

15

abn**
3 (ri/3+-6)z
/

j

(2.12c)

a sS y x * g £ ', - . A =;< L & , a.= S i

(2.12d)

■

R m ) = R 3-Jn
P^Cn)

< .... ;

gives rise to the well-known uPauli Exclusion

Principle" energy,/which is the kinetic energy of a collec
tion of Fermions at temperature T=O.

The second term, P 2 (n),

is that obtained by Dirac for taking account of the exchange
energy of electrons with parallel spins.

P ^ (n) was obtained

by Wigner and accounts for the correlation between electrons
with antiparallel spins.

The fourth term, P a (n ) , comes from

the so-called Weizsacker inhomogeneity correction.

The

Weizsacker term essentially accounts for the kinetic energy
at T=O if the density is not uniform (a derivation of this
term is presented in Appendix B ) .

Its contribution to the

Hamiltonian takes the form

(2.i3

where a

O

is the Bohr radius.
-.

References for all these pre-

ssure terms are given in Gombas.
_ Now

.r

,,

12
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yp**

(2.14a)

(2.14b)

n

J=OjT?*.

... (2.14c)

(2.14d)

We shall now expand each of the above terms to third order
in n 1 (r,t).
I.

Pauli Term
We set all the constants in E q . (2.14a) equal to A for

the moment and consider

In the volume integral which gives us the Hamiltonian from
the pressure,

the second term above (proportional to n^)

drops out because of conservation of matter.

The lowest-

order term contributes a constant, and the total energy from
the Pauli term is

: (2.15a)
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We shall drop the constant energy terra for the moment since
it will not influence the dynamics of the electron gas.
After substituting the Fourier expansion of n^ into Eq.
(2.15a) and converting to momentum density components we
have

E1= A n fyH

J d fc fK T ik - i j d f c f l r r ^ m ^ f c

(2-15b)

*
The quadratic term above can be combined with the quadratic
part of the harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian mentioned above,
producing a change in the oscillator frequency.

2.

Exchange Term
Collecting the constants in Eq.

(2.14b) into B, we have

an expression of the form

Bnlyj=BnfsO+ i n A
Again, after Fourier transforming and changing to

we get

C2' 15c)

'-: " '
' \^
We have dropped the unperturbed energy E^=Bn*'^V.

"
This e x 

pansion will also contribute to a change in the oscillator
frequency.
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3.

Correlation Term
Equation (2.14c) gives the following Hamiltonian density

when expanded to third order

yH z = a.n0c[/+ £(4- C)-hY {C'3c +2)-t-§f(^3C*+6Ct+C-4)JJ
nF*

cK.

,

When integrated over the v o l u m e , the term linear in A

is

zero and we obtain^a constant energy of
■ •

y— O

'

^ n Ty

'

;

n*3

Once again Fourier transforming and converting to momentum
density components, we obtain

c __ a.no/3Tcz-3c-tz T /
£3

n'/Js-bL

_x -mSC

4.

9

jr rr

L(r*n*)z

77^k

&Cz+C -4 V. _L

W/

U.isa,

" "

Weizsacker Term

’ s From Eq.

(2.13) we find

* .

Note that this term introduces no constant energy.

;a
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. ..

D.

Quantization

Let us now combine E q . (2.12) with the quadratic parts
of E q s . (2.15b-e) : ;

/ / ^ i ^ { ™ . K ' k t K+ < ^ n KT tt) V ;

- cz-3c + z

9m

(2.16)

7.

Z7//J+b}

^

(2.17)
4-»i

We now quantize E q . (2.16) in the usual manner by demanding
that the commutators of the conjugate variables satisfy
these equations:
Z/%,

%J= - i k J k. k'J [TrkyT T ^ [% ,

£ J =

0.

The required transformations are
Tflt,

¥ i-~ i[ z w n 0v ] (S k - ^ k)
(2.18)
77Kss ^ [ ^ a k v ]
where [ b K,tTk']=

{btc +h**) )

[L>k>Idk-]= [&,&']=<?

•

With

these transformations E q . (2.16) reduces to the celebrated
harmonic oscillator form:

Az.= ^hcoU&bK+i).
Let us now examine the oscillator frequency as given in

20
E q . (2.17).
frequency.

The first term is the usual classical plasma
The second term can be reduced to a more trans

parent form by making use.of the defining equations for the
Fermi wavevector ko 01» = (377^/"zAf43

) and velocity V; =

;

it becomes

£ x 'k \
This result is the same as that obtained by Wilems and
Ritchie*^ and compares favorably with the usual result produced by the microscopic theories
The third term in Eq.

(which is (3/5)k v £ ) .

(2.17) reduces to

—

/e *

This contribution corresponds to the correction produced in
the usual microscopic theory due to the coupling between
electrons and plasmons which is outside the scope of the
random phase approximation (RPA).13

In the microscopic

theory this correction amounts to

-(Pfed)UO*KxZk?

correction is 5/3 this quantity.

The hydrodynamic approach

.

Our

shows that this correction is in fact one partly resulting
from correlation between electrons with parallel spins.
The fourth term in Eq.

(2.17) is

_ 0 £ £ i 4 7 £ j £ C j-JCV-ZC

CL0

sn

----

>

C.^

n 9 '+b

■
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It results from the correlation of electrons with antipara
llel spins, and has not yet been produced in a microscopic
theory.

Its density dependence is interesting; as the den

sity n Q becomes very large, the quantity c goes to one.

The

combination c -3c+2 then goes to zero, causing the entire
■
'
•
’ '.
, - ~
term to go to zero.
This is, of course, what one would ex 
pect ; the contribution due to correlation of electrons with
antiparallel spins should become small as the density in 
creases.

Note too that the presence of this term does not

contradict the result obtained from the usual microscopic
theory that the RPA is exact in the high-density limit.
Finally, let us examine the last term in Eq.
It reduces to

(2.17).
:

,

£ X

which is exactly that produced by the microscopic theory.
But it represents more than just agreement with the usual
microscopic theory; it is also a confirmation of the va l i 
dity of the Weizsacker contribution to the hydrodynamic
model.

Confirmations of the Weizsacker contribution to any

problem are hard to come by.

12

To complete our discussion of the Hamiltonian, we shall
briefly discuss the energy per particle in the ground state.
This quantity is available to us from the various constant
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energies which have been calculated and systematically ig-

12

nored until now.

%

Collecting Eq , E q , and E q from Secs.

1,2,

and 3, adding and dividing by N (the number of electrons in
the gas), we find the energy per particle to be

n'S*
W

V

j -

1

eS = A - 3-

This can be expressed in the more common form if we write n c
in terms of the radius per p a r t i c l e , r0 , and the dimension
less density parameter rs=r0/a0 :
£ = 2 2/

q. 9/6

rs

o.$S
fs+7.8

(2.19)

The last term above represents Wigner's calculation of the
correlation energy; it is designed to be approximately valid
at both high and low densities.

III.

PLASMON-PLASMON i n t e r a c t i o n

We shall pursue the following program.

The Hamilton

ian derived in Chapter II contains terms valid through third
order in the creation and annihilation operators for density
fluctuations.

When expressed in harmonic oscillator form,

these density fluctuations are referred to as plasmons, and
the frequency of a plasmon with a given wavevector is given
in Eq.

(2.17).

The third-order term in the Hamiltonian de s 

cribes the interactions of plasmons with plasmons; it is
very much analogous to the term encountered when dealing
with phonon-phonon interactions.

Because of the interaction

the frequency, and therefore the energy, of a plasmon will
be altered from that for the non-interacting "bare" plasmon,
as specified in Eq.

(2.17).

We shall use the equation-of-

motion method to determine the energy of the "physical"
plasmon.

, A. Equation of Motion
The third-order contribution to the Hamiltonian is co n 
tained in E q s . (2.15b-d).

The third-order term from the

Weizsacker contribution will not be retained because it will
produce corrections to the frequency which are higher order

24

2

than k , and we shall treat only k

2 corrections.

Upon q u a n 

tizing the third-order contributions and performing some
algebra, we find the new correction to be

H2=IL
W(Kyt) (Sk+Ixl
cXbg+btgXb-t-g+IoLt ),
*8
.

where

(3.1)

The total Hamiltonian for the system is then

H - L fiC V u lD tb k + L - W ( K S ) [ U b t L k. t + Z lL k + ib z b t
Y

-

bx+%

Iot Io-K-1 7-

(3.2)

We have employed the commutation relations for the b^ to
obtain this form, and all the terms linear in b^ or b£ have
been dropped (they enter with coefficients which are zero
either because of attendant delta functions or because of
the form of W(k,q)).
mmetry of

CVk

Explicit use has been made of the s y 

in order to cast H in the form above.

The equation of motion method tells us to seek operators
0. which satisfy the equation

(3.3)
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(See N o r d t v e d t ^ for a detailed discussion of the method).
The energy E, is the excitation energy; it is not the abso^

s v

*

lute energy for a given state.
,
■ v
'
.■;
'
+
Following Nordtvedt, we now postulate the form for O ^ 1
to be a linear combination of bare plasmon operators contain
ing both single operators and quadratic combinations of o p 
erators, all chosen to create an excitation of momentum k'
in the system; that is,

Ofi =o(bK' +@b-k/+Z ( bK„bx'-K*
(3.4)

^ ^K"b-K«b-K'+k" +Xk- b k»+K* bk**).
Our choice of o T , can be viewed in a sense as an attempt to
k
..
‘
" ■
factor the new Hamiltonian so that it might be written in
the usual harmonic oscillator form, but now in terms of the
new operators

and 0^.

The coefficients a, /6,3^*;

in E q . (3.4) are to be determined.
Substituting this expression into E q . (3.3) and cal
culating the necessary commutators (which are collected in
Appendix A) , we find

l — flCOk
Vt

Jk,k'
\

C (Tk*]

to be

Jk,-k'+ Z ITk" (^k

k^ ^ kj K v

\

t & ' b * J kjV-K*) + Z Him {-hKb-k'+t:« S - k ",K ~6 - ^ 6k J k, - v +k uI
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c

Zf*"

Lk"SKtK"+K' "*JbtftK'Lk cf^ytf)]

kSW(k>I) { j 0^ *

b%b-%-K JKyK '1~6c*J>k+%b% eh,*' ~t~J30^bfiz b% <$tfyk+%
cCf^, -Az -606%

bkt% J kj-K' - d fib z b -tfg J kj-K'

"mS fib n b i JK+1,-K' ~6>/Sb%bx+g J kj-K' ~~S fib g b -K -$ J kj -K'
^ £(<3& ' [b* b-K-g btf-k* Jtf', $ + bx^bK b-K-% Jtf-k"> %)
b Xtf {1>k+%bk btf-KvJtf'>% 'f~btf'bk+g b k J f t K'-k" )
-£> Xtf (b/c b>Kt-$b-tft-K"J$t -tf'

b-tf'b*. bk+g Jgt - k'-kk " )

~ S X t f J b x b t b-tftk" Jtf'jK+$ ^b-K "bxbg J-tf+k"j-K-g)
+3 Xe"

bk+g b k b t f Jg1Ktt-Ktf - btf'+tf bx b t J k +%) k" )

+ 3 Xtf (b* b%bx" J tfg ttfttf ~Z J tf'ttfb x btf% JgiKV

l .

Using the delta functions in the above expression, we p e r 
form the sums over the wavevectors.

The terms containing

three operators are treated as follows.

After performing

the initial sum over wavevectors, a typical triplet is

J^W(kjZ)

<1

J

Xt b Kb-k-t

til'

The commutation rules are applied once to obtain
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Z v 5 M - c ; l)Xt

I

b K + 2_3WiKD x%bk lot'-t b-*-g

Kft

.

The triplet in the above expression somewhat resembles a
single operator b^ times a number operator

(it is not a true

number operator, of course, because the indices are mixe d ) .
When the operators in the triplet are replaced by their
ground-state expectation values, the triplet goes to zero,
leaving us with just the first term containing b^.
treating all the triplet terms in this manner,

After

the entire

sum is rearranged, using the symmetry of W(k,q) whenever
required, to give this sum:

U)k'+6 LW(Kr%)tii-X<l)]+6-k'[-l3hoOK' +
6/L l/V(Kj~$)

)] *

bpt {coKti

fa"

%
*
+3(tX-P) Wi-w)]-*- Z-S-Kiik..*L s (ook-+Cok--K»)

+3(°<-p)Wikt
r Ha)]+ Z1S k--TK-Sk-[A (0Ok.+K'-COk-)Xk+6 (t+p)W(Kt
)K")].
The above expression is the commutator of H with the operator Ojc,.

Equating the coefficients of the operators in it

(after changing k' to k for convenience) with those found
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by multiplying E q . (3.4) by E^, we obtain the following
series of equations:

= ^ P icOk + S L W iK l- V t i t - V V

(3.5a)

/5E k - - P A cMk +6 2~ W iK rV

cs.sb)

ISk'Ek -Y k' ( COk' +COK-K'JA fJ

Wi-KiK'J

(3.5c)

Yk'E k- "Yk'AIOOk'i~COk-K') + 3 (^"P) WiKi-K')

(3.5d)

Yki E ks- ){k*A (COk'+k "O O ( P ^ p)WiKi K*).

(3.Se)

B. Corrected Plasmon Energy
We shall now solve E q . (3.5) to get an expression for
the corrected plasmon ene r g y , E^.

First, add and subtract

E q s . (3.5a) and (3.5b) and solve for <*-/9

:

/ z n CO^ Yc WiKr v(Y t - %)
(3.6)

y

Solving for

^

and

/

o?

from E q s . (3.Sc) and (3.5d) we

have

V =

3(<<-p)WcK,-t)

.

X'=

Z(^-P)WiK-V
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Finally, forming the sum present in E q . (3.6), we obtain the
following eigenvalue equation:

L

W oot -Kco^t )*- ■

(3-8)

2
This defines

and is the fundamental result of this thesis.

This eigenvalue equation has a number of solutions, one
which corresponds to the single plasmon operators in

and

another which corresponds to the two creation and two annihilation operators.

In addition, if the operator

is

properly normalized to begin with, a third solution for E^
can be obtained from E q . (3.Se).

We will solve the integral

equation, E q . (3.8), by iteration.
summation is replaced by

A

.

T h u s , the E^ under the
T h e n , keeping terms such

that the entire correction to ^60*
amounts to replacing all 60* by

CO0

is of order k 2 (which
under the summation),

we find

%
Taking W(k,q)

from E q . (3.1) and changing 60* to 6U„ in it,

transforming the sum in E q . (3.9) to an integral over a

-

sphere of radius k^, and keeping only terms of order k , we
have that
Z.

g

W(K-i

CiTOi
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Here A contains all the momentum-independent parts of W(k,q).
kc is the cutoff momentum for plasmons, as yet unspecified.
Therefore,

'

£

-

A K kc t

k -

(3.10)

ZjtnPfts'3
(3.11)

]' c -

and

CU£

4 c ,

is given by E q . (2.17).

Let us now express

in terms of the conventional n o - ‘

tation using rg , the dimensionless density parameter.

rg is

defined as r0/a0 » the radius per particle divided by the
Bohr radius a .
o

In terms of r , n is
s’ o

n'J=

-§•

> ft =

(a
: *3/1* -

Substituting this into E q s . (3.11) and (2.17) and doing some
algebra, we obtain

£*=■ jpr +{a.K

f

„azs/fc3-Sc^+zc)

O.002Z?S'<<t.'kiyvf/'-£o,GZ?-t-t>./7S’f; -

C3 -12)

- a .o o r + r /d f] R f
in Rydbergs squared.

The first term is the classical plasm-

on energy squared, the first three terms multiplied by k

2
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are the P a u l i , exchange, and correlation contributions o b 
tained in the usual linear theory, and the last three terms,
which are squared, are the nonlinear Pauli, exchange, and
correlation contributions.
The high-density limit corresponds to small Tg and the
low-density limit to large r g .

Therefore, as the density

gets very high, the linear Pauli term represents the largest
correction to the classical plasmon energy (as mentioned
previously, the linear correlation energy goes to zero).
This behavior confirms that the RPA is indeed the correct
solution at high densities

(we are implicitly assuming small

momentum).
The linear Pauli and exchange terms cancel when the
density parameter rg=6.00.

All three linear terms cancel at

a slightly lower value of rg .. The value of rg for real
metals lies between 2 and 5,5;]therefore one would not ex-

,

pect to see experimental evidence of the above cancelation.
The rg at which the entire k

2

coefficient is zero is altered

only slightly when the nonlinear corrections are included.
The problem of specifying the cutoff k c must now be
faced.

The cutoff is determined when the plasmon wavevector

reaches a value at which the plasmon can decay and excite an
electron out of the Fermi sea.
dictates that

Conservation of energy then
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^

zm

zm.

where we have picked an electron at the Fermi surface to be
excited.

The lowest possible k c will be determined when k c

and kg are parallel.

Keeping only the terms linear in k^,

we have

iico0—

)

or

p-O . <f7N vy
(3.13)

where /3*

.

More exact calculations of

et al^ and Ferrell^)

^

(see Sawada

give a relationship between Tg and

(3

which is very close to E q . (3.13) at high and metallic de n 
sities

(rg <

6).

Thus, we feel confident that E q . (3.13) is

valid in that region of densities.
Because we shall eventually want to consider the lowdensity region, we must try to estimate the validity of
E q . (3.13) in that region.

With future developments in mind

consider an electron lattice with a body-centered cubic cell
If the length of one side of the cube is L , and there is one
electron at each site, then the density is related to the
volume per particle as
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§~

'

The smallest possible wavelength in such a lattice is of the
order L.

Therefore, w i th yfcj = (z/r/^73 =

k£=l.92/rQ , we find

y3

and

to be

A = /6/.
Ferrell's expression for /S gives a value r s=17.1 at

@=/.6/

; E q . (3.13) gives Tg = Il.7 for the same

is about 30% slower than the Ferrell v a l u e .

/3 , which

In spite of this

difference, we shall use E q . (3.13) because of its analytic
simplicity.

Results derived with it in this region of d en

sities will be quantitatively unreliable, but the qualita
tive features should be unaltered.
. T h u s , taking

p **£>.+7/

,

we arrive at our equation for

the plasmon energy:

^

*■

+ ( A o k f - 2 ^ -O-OZrz(E-Zfi-ZC)
..

^

'

OOZZ^o- S-Z? -h0./7rr,-O OOC4- n*C')Z
]R}

(3.14)

.

IV.

THE ELECTRON LATTICE

Some thirty years ago, based on studies of the electron
gas distributed in a uniform background of positive charge,
W i g n e r ^ stated that as the density of the gas d r o p s , the
gas will "crystallize'.' into a body-centered cubic lattice.
Calculations by F u c h s ^ using the Ewald technique indicate
that for a given density the bcc lattice has the lowest e n 
ergy for a stationary lattice; a face-centered cubic is next
in line.

Carr

17

states that he has performed a similar cal

culation for a simple cubic lattice and found its energy:to
be higher than either the bcc or;fee lattices. :Kohn and
Schechter

18

structure.

report calculations for a hexagonal close-packed
All of these lattices produce energies per p a r 

ticle which are very close to one another, but with the bcc
having the lowest energy by a very narrow margin.
Pines

19

gives a review of the electron lattice from the

Wigner-Seitz cell point of view.

.Basically, the electron

lattice becomes stable at low densities because the potential
energy, which favors the formation of a lattice, varies as
IZrs ,-while the kinetic energy, which militates against a

2
lattice structure,

goes as l/rs .

the potential term is dominant.

At low densities

(high rs)

35
The question concerning the density at which the elec
tron gas goes into the lattice has received renewed attention
of late.

By approaching the question from the point of view

of determining the density at which the lattice would melt
as one goes from low densities to high densities
Lindeman melting criterion) Nozieres and Pines
that the lattice would become unstable for
Carr

17

20

(using the
conclude
20.

has examined the electron lattice with a pertur

bation technique, taking into account the zero-point oscill
ations.

He found that there was no breakdown in his pertur

bation expansion for rg greater than about 5.
Horsfall and Maradudin

21

Coldwell-

, in their treatment of the electron

lattice, have determined the lattice to be stable for rs=6.5.
Their result was derived from the Lindeman melting criterion
A

as was that of Nozieres and Pines.
A more recent study of the problem by de Wette
duces a different estimate.

22

pro

Based on the notion that a

solid structure will exist when the single particle potential
exhibits at least one bound state, he determines the density
at which the bound state disappears.

This corresponds to

melting; he finds that the upper and lower limits on the
melting region are given by 47 £

rg < 100.

We can attack this problem from still a different point
of view with the results derived in the last chapter.

The
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essential point of :this approach is that plasmon oscillations
are density fluctuations.

If, at some density, the time d e 

pendence oftthe oscillations changes from sinusoidal to
purely exponential, we are faced with a phase transition in
which the density fluctuations appear to grow in time.

At

this juncture the model ceases to be viable; we can depend
on it only to signal the t r a n s i t i o n , b u t it will not describe
the new state.

. ...

Therefore, consider the equation of motion which we
used e a r l i e r : :

~ ti/ti)£K&£

We then have that

, or that

'
\
The solutions to this differential equation are of the form
■

■■■

-

Ae
Since the

are operators which create plasmons

density fluctuations) we see that if

(i.e.

becomes imaginary we

have the possibility of creating density fluctuations which
grow in ti m e , i.e. a phase transition.

We may therefore

gain some insight into the electron lattice by examining the
behavior of E^. as a function of density.
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,

?

Calculations of

have been performed using E q . (3.14)

in which k has been selected such that it is very nearly the
wavevector corresponding to the shortest wavelength possible
in a bcc lattice (that wavelength is the distance from a
corner electron to the electron in the center).

The wave-

vector selected also ensures that the number of plasmon modes
does not exceed the total number of modes in the system.

Rt-=(^TTfZ)K5Xznf*
ZH**(SfffV(ZTT)''5/cf
(with

That is, since the number of plasmon modes is
and the total number of modes is
the volume V = I ) , we have
_5L
3M.

a,

6

UJ

This ratio is I when *k= 3.49/rQ .

) *

'

With this k we have found

that
£■*=(?

-tor

(4;1)

This is not an unreasonable value for rg at the transi
tion p o i n t , but in view of the approximations used one can
not depend on it too heavily.

It appears feasible-that the

model will indicate a phase transition, but the exact den
sity at which it occurs depends rather strongly on the
approximations employed.
Various portions of the expression for
plotted.

have been

Figure I gives the various contributions from the
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"quadratic" part of E^.
are:

These contributions and their curves

:

cutve I
0.8/S' curve z
r,

a OZfZfc3-SC^+ZC) cc/rue Z .
As mentioned earlier, the correlation term (Curve 3) is zero
when rs= 0 .

The exchange curve (2) crosses the Pauli curve

(I) at rs= 6 .

The Pauli term is canceled by the sum of the

exchange and correlation terms at a slightly lower value of
rs , but still very close to 6.
Figure 2 gives the nonlinear exchange and correlation
terms:

A/7Srs Curve I
-O.OOS’S ’C 'r r

CurveZ

Both contributions ultimately vary as rs at large rg , with
the correlation term remaining below the exchange term.
The nonlinear Pauli term was not plotted because it is con
stant at -0.529.
We therefore conclude that the collective description
of the electron gas is consistent over a density range vary
ing from the usual dense electron gas down to densities at
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which the gas crystallizes.

The crystallization appears to

be the result of the nonlinear corrections

(the quadratic

terms are not sufficient to produce the lattice), with the
exchange term playing the dominant r o l e , followed by the
correlation term.
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Figure I

The portions of the k
Eq.

2

part of the plasmon energy,

(3.14), which do not come from the nonlinear corrections

Curve I is the Pauli term, 4.88/rs , curve 2 is the exchange
contributionk 0.815/rs , and curve 3 is the correlation term,
0.0251/(c^-3c^+2c).

These are plotted as functions of the

density parameter Tg .

18
Is

20

41
X

-* "

--

'-U'
I-U^., -■►

."—I*-- -

/

:

The nonlinear contributions to the k

2

portion of the

plasmon energy, E q . (3.14).
As functions of the density
i
^
parameter rg they a r e :curve I,thenonlinear exchange
part,
0.175rs , and curve 2, the nonlinear correlation p a r t ,
2
-O.OOSSc’r .
S

The nonlinear Pauli term

I
\

isconstant

at-0.529.

’

I.Or

O.l

0.02

V.

GROUND STATE ENERGY

Let us now examine the implications which our new p l a s mon energy holds for another facet of the electron gas p r o 
blem.

We inquire into the changes it will introduce in the

ground state energy of the system.
Our treatment of the electron gas system cannot give
the entire ground state energy because we have kept in the
original Hamiltonian only the coordinates which correspond
to collective motion;

the short-range interactions between

the electrons and the interactions between electrons and
plasmons have been ignored.

The Bohm-Pines collective de s 

cription of the electron gas is the microscopic theory which
most closely approximates our development h e r e .

In their

treatment the collective and individual particle coordinates
are separated from the outset and all the various interact
ions which we have ignored here are incorporated in the end
when the ground state energy is obtained.

(Pines

is a good

comprehensive reference for not only this approach, but
various other treatments as w e l l ) .

-

,

We shall therefore proceed in this manner.

r .
The Bohm-

Pines collective approach will be used as the basis for d es
cribing the ground state energy, and our new results will
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simply be introduced in the appropriate places in their
theory.
Our corrections to the ground state energy will enter
as alterations in the so-called long-range correlation ener
gy.

The correlation energy is usually defined as the diff

erence between the Hartree-Fock energy and any better cal
culation.

Pines

ls

defines the long-range correlation energy

to be that energy associated with wavevectors less than or
equal to the plasmon cutoff wavevector; although this auto
matically includes the plasmons themselves, it is not r e 
stricted to them.

Pines gives the following expression for

the long-range correlation energy:

~

-0.90

.

(5.1)

The first and third terms above arise from the long range
parts of interactions between particles which our treatment
ignores.

The second and fourth terms are the ones which the

new plasmon energy can alter.

These two terms correspond to

the zero-point energy of the plasmon field (in the ground
state no plasmons are excited).

The energy per particle

which they introduce is computed by summing the zero-point
energy:
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v i l j i W K—

Z

75(27TJ3J c^

OO0 )
/S3

/S^

-pzt +0.70 -*rt/2_

=

(4.2)

We have used the microscopic-theory expression for the plasmon dispersion relation.

With our new plasmon energy the

same calculation gives this result:

JS- B3+
2

^

Rcc;

&<?

a

I ffit P

-*"

-aozsr/(c?-Sc*+ C)

R cg;=

2

\^0.sz?i-0. nsfc-a 0055%zC') ,

-

(s.3)

(5.4)

In order to facilitate comparison with E q . (5.2), we factor
2
the quantity 4.88/r out of the second term in E q . (5.3),
s

■

. .

:

resulting in a corrected plasmon contribution to the longrange correlation energy of

''"\ ,
/Sf R C G J ;

(5.5)

The contribution from the classical frequency is the same as
in E q . (5.2).

The only change which our treatment introduces

into the ground state energy is in the coefficient of the
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term in E q . (5.5).
in both Eq.

To continue, we put ($=<9.-#^^

as usual

(5.2) and (5.5) after augmenting Eq.

the terms -0.46/3%

We then have

^ c o i r — """<2

/fL rr =

(5.5) by

/? y c / (BolurrrPinej) j

OS'? + O.OC?S&R'crs') Rijd (Corrected).

Following Pines, we now add the long-range correlation energy
to the short-range correlation energy, which is

= -0 .0 7 Z + 0 .0 3 /jCn(n) RycL
in his approximation for metallic densities
details of the calculation).

(see Pines for

The total correlation energy

is then

£:c<>rr ~~0'

+0. OSlJtnOG) {pofonrPines)

£corr — - 4 2 / J / OZMnCVD -f 0.00^ 3p!ors'> (c o rre cted )

Finally, the ground state energy in the two cases is

- O H S-+0.05/JnK ) R yd

£„=

S0 = ^

0

0. /SI+ 0. OSUn (ty

When the corrected

(S o k ycP im r)

+O.ooSSRx<o) Ryal(CotndJ)

C, is compared with the Bohm-Pines
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E0

for the upper and lower limits of densities for the

alkali metals, we find these results:

So

(Bohm-Pines)

So

(corrected)

% Diff

C s (rs=5.57)

-0.155

-0.171

-10%

L i (rs=3.22)

-0.151

-0.163

- 7%

' I ..

^

' .. ! . v ' -.

- %

:

H o wever, in view of the fact that the Pines equation gives
rather good agreement with experiment for the cohesive energy
in alkali metals^^ (it is 3% lower than the experimental
value for Li and 5% lower for Cs), we can only conclude that
our correction is not an improvement, and that"without fur
ther modification the hydrodynamic treatment is not depend
able for this type of calculation.

VI.

EXPERIMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF PLASMON COUPLING

A.

Transmission Experiment

Experiments involving the transmission of fast electrons
through thin metal foils have proved to be valuable tools
for studying plasmons.

From such an experiment one can d e 

termine the plasmon energ y , its lifetime, its dispersion
relation, the cutoff wavevector k , and the cross section
c'
for plasmon production by the fast electrons.
The experimentally-determined dispersion relation is of
primary interest to us.

It takes the form

ficO^=-

(6.1)

when the small

term is neglected with respect to the
';‘ / :
We want to compare the experimental value of o<
with
'

part.’

our theoretical value as given in Eq.

.

(2.17).- T h e coefficient

o( is found in the transmission experiment by observing the
angular distribution of electrons emerging from the foil
after they have created a plasmon.

*

Assume that the electron

of momentum P q enters the foil, creates a plasmon of m o m e n 
tum

"ftK

and emerges with momentum P *.

energy and momentum dictate that

Conservation of
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Pi

*<& —
zirv

>/a.
z m

R - P'+tuc
The usual experimental conditions are that electrons with
energies of.a few tens of keV are observed to scatter
through very small angles

(about 10

energy loss (about 10 e V ) .

radians) with small

The initial andffinal electron

momenta are therefore very nearly of the same magnitude, so
that conservation of momentum gives us the relationship

k k ^ P o0
where

0

(6 .2)

is the angle through which the electron is scattered.

Energy conservation then gives

;

:

(6.3)

ZKrv

Thus, knowing the energy of the incoming electron E o=P^/2m
and being able to measure the angular distribution of scat
tered electrons,
theory.

o(

can be determined and compared with the
.

:

When exchange is included in the usual microscopic
theory one obtains for the plasmon dispersion relation

/ l COk - t i COo^l + K2^

^ )]

(6 .4 )
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The

o(

obtained from this theory is then.

(6.5)

°<m

Our hydrodynamic approach gives us this expression for the
plasmon dispersion relation (see Eq.
following it):

(2.17) and discussion

’
3

#

I ,\ .

r

- ^ - c o r r e c t ,* " ; ) ] ,
:

■ . .;
■

( 6 ' 6 )

Thus the

<X

which the hydrodynamic model predicts is

-Gorrect/ons),
Upon comparing them, we find t h a t c h
Measurements of ^

is less than OCkh .

have been made by W a t a n a b e ^ for Be,

Mg, Al, Ge, and C (as graphite).
greater than predicted by
Thus ,

(6.7)

His results for

are all

with the exception of Be.

is no improvement in describing

oC

.

The Be value

differs by about 7%, which cannot be accounted-for by °<k •
Sueoka

has measured

and Bi in addition.

cK

for these same elements and Si, Sb

His results were qualitatively the same

as Watanabe1s.
Ho w e v e r , none of the above metals is a truly good e x 
ample of a free electron gas, which is the assumption
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underlying both E q . (6.5) and (6.7).

Lattice effects must be

important in these metals, so that the agreement between
theory and experiment for these metals must be fortuitous.
The metals for which the electron gas is a reasonable
description are the alkali metals.

KrioiZh2m has

been measured

for Li, Na, and K by K u n z ^ and for Na by S u e o k a ^ .

The

results which they have obtained are summarized in the
following table (the theoretical values are also sho w n ) :
Experimental and Theoretical Values for
Metal

Experiment

Reference

Theory
I

Li

0.26±0.04

K

0.15±0.05

Na

0.29±0.02

Na

0.25

Kunz26

M
Il
Sueoka22

2

0.29

0.092

0.21

0.031

0.25

0.61

0.25

0.61

!--Predicted by the usual microscopic theory
2--Predicted by hydrodynamic theory without the corrections

The agreement between experiment and the microscopic theory
prediction is once again sufficiently good that the hydrodynamic approach cannot improve lit.
These results serve to reinforce our conviction that the
hydrodynamic results cannot, without modification, produce
good quantitative agreement.
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B. Effect of Nonlinear Terms
I.

Plasmon Decay
It is clear that the nonlinear terms responsible for

plasmon-plasmon interactions have the potential of affecting
the lifetime of a plasmon.

This damping would compete with

the well-known decay mode of a plasmon in which the plasmon
can decay by exciting an electron from within the Fermi sea.
The coupling term is, from E q s . (3.2) and (3.1),

V= ZWet,I)(btbtb-t-t Iom Sk kg
W(KZ)= (CVkCVfCVlc^
Equations

(6 .6 )

(3.1) and (6.6) serve to define R(nQ) ; it is just

simply everything in the interaction strength which is wavevector independent.

From Fermi's Golden Rule the transition

rate between an initial state Ic>

and a final state

is,

to lowest order,

The action of the creation and annihilation operators in V
is such that

6Un*>=(nK+i/’'in*H>-
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Let us assume that the initial state |£> contains one plasmon of wavevector K and the final state
with wavevectors q and K-q.

|-F> contains two,

Then

and

«.n

■

If we write

CU*= COv+Ak* t

the energy-conserving delta fun c 

tion gives the condition that

s-(H)= f£The left side is a maximum when q=%K, at which point

I
^ 3l-

2.<Q»

Therefore, if the decay is to occur the gas must be very
dense, for the above equation tells us that the k

part of

the plasmon dispersion relation must contain twice the fr e 
quency of the classical plasmon,

at a given density.

This

means that the entire frequency for a given K must be three
times as large as the classical frequency.

This can happen

only at very high densities, as we shall now show.

To see

this, we can use Ferrell's expression^ for the plasmon di s 
persion relationship (it merely puts K in terms of the Fermi
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momentum k Q) :

r-(«§/-(W '
Our condition on

then becomes

(i)-

z"

e

If we now put K at its maximum value

At metallic densities p 2=
take place in m e tals.

0.222 1$.

we will have

, so this decay cannot

Based on Ferrell’s expression for the

relationship between rs and
IG=

(3

Z.Ol

at high densities, which is

SnCp-'J

« 4 =;Z
- we find that r,
. . IO"4 for |3Z

f

possible only at very high densities.
sity corresponding to rs=10

Thus, plasmon decay is
To estimate the den-

, recall that the density is

proportional to l/r|.
A dense metal corresponds to rs=2 and
22
X
-4
n=10
/cm . The density n appropriate to rs=10~
is then
approximately

XL= ( - Z j , or
Kim,

\/0 J

In comparison
of about 10

30

n=

/^ (S x

a white dwarf star has an electron density
3
/cm .

Thus the densities at which the plasmon
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decay offer a viable means of decay are far too large for
any real application of interest.

A n •expression for the

life-time due to this mechanism is presented in Appendix C.
2.

Plasmon-Plasmon Scattering
The remaining term in Eq.

(6.6) which might produce an

important effect is the term

If the initial state

contained n% and n^., plasmons in the states K and K', and
1K+K

, plasmons in the state K+K', the probability of scat

tering would be
,, 2

•
|

z

r

n

;

.

K.(nt w +i

The scattering will take place if, according to the delta
function,

-

CJOa
K'K ~ TA >
using the same notation as above.

Dividing both sides by

k^ and putting K=K*=kc to make the left side a maximum, we
arrive at the condition

S'

= F 1=

aP- = A37/n"
-

Therefore, before this scattering can occur, the density of
the gas must be;such that (3*'*' ^

.

expression for the relationship between

If we use Ferrell’s

f3

and r ^ , which is
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r$- 6 . 0 Z p * [ ( 2.+f3 ) f n [ n - f ) - 2. Y ' ,
we find that when rs= 0 .5,

ft- 0*Z7/rs .

.

.

These values satisfy

This value of rg is the point at which the

scattering will just occur; for lower densities it will not
take place.

At higher densities two plasmons with nonpara

llel wavevectors less than k c can scatter.
put Ik I= o.kc j |Ky|= b k c
be

OC

That is, if we

, and the angle between K and K 1 to

, then our condition from the delta function is

Alo(CeS^)P1- - 637/0.
For

l/iKO.f,

(see Ferrell's expression above).

We therefore see that above rs=0.5 the damping of p l a s 
mons still is due only to pair excitation.

Below that value

a plasmon of wavevector k < k c can scatter on other plasmons,
thus reducing the effective cutoff.

But, as the form of tUff

shows, there must be other plasmons of the right wavevectors
present in order to obtain the scattering.

A logical situa

tion in which this scattering could be important would be the
transmission experiment in a gas for which r s < 0 . 5 .

There

a large number of plasmons could be produced so that the p r o 
bability of collision would be large.

One cannot perform

the necessary integral over K' in

, of course, because

the nk are not specified.
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T h u s , it once again appears that a possible consequence
of the plasmon-plasmon interaction will be visible only at
densities which are too far removed from those available in
metals to be of significance.

Probably the most one could

hope for is that the scattering process might be responsible
for some blurring of the cutoff in the angular distribution
of electrons in the transmission experiment, and this only
for the most dense metals.

SUMMARY

A hydrodynamic approach has been coupled with the
equation-of-motion method to investigate the consequences of
plasmon-plasmon interactions in the electron gas.
The hydrodynamic treatment provides a convenient way of
deriving the Hamiltonian for the gas with the interactions
between density fluctuations included.

By including in the

pressure-density relation the contributions from the Pauli
kinetic energy, the exchange energy, and the correlation e n 
ergy one can obtain the contributions of these effects to
the plasmon energy to any order desired in the density fluc
tuations.

The Hamiltonian is expanded to third order in the

density fluctuations and quantized.
By assuming the form given in Eq.

(3.*4) for the elemen

tary collective excitations in the system, and calculating
the equation of motion for this excitation, one obtains the
energy of the physical plasmon which includes the effects of
plasmon-plasmon interactions."

It is found that the nonlinear

corrections become significant at densities lower than those
found in m e tals.
The results obtained are first used to study the elec
tron lattice.

We have determined that at a density

r
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corresponding to rs=16.9 the plasmon frequency becomes
imaginary, thus signaling a change in the state of the elec
tron gas.

This change of state is associated with density

fluctuations which grow in time rather than oscillate.

We

conclude that the gas is transforming into the lattice,
which is known to be the stable configuration at low densi
ties .
The change produced in the ground-state energy of the
electron gas is then considered.

It is found that a reduc

tion of about 10% is introduced for the alkali metals.

We

conclude that the model used here is not an improvement over
the microscopic theory in view of the good agreement between
experiment and the microscopic theory.
The possibility of experimentally observing the corr
ections introduced by the nonlinear coupling is examined in
Chapter VI.

Analysis of the available data on transmission

experiments leads us to conclude that our model is a poor
description of these experiments.

Attempts to observe the

nonlinear contributions to plasmon lifetimes appear doomed
to failure in view of the extremely high density required for
plasmon decay into two plasmons, and the fact that plasmonplasmon scattering will occur only for rs < 0 . 5 , which is more
dense than the most dense metals.
We therefore conclude that the hydrodynamic approach
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provides a reasonable qualitative description of the elec
tron gas over the density interval from 0 < rs < 1 6 . 9 , but that
at the densities achievable experimentally (those of metals)
the quantitative predictions provided by the microscopic
theory are more accurate than those of the hydrodynamic model.
In addition, it appears that p I asmon-plasmon interactions
are of little consequence, and can be ignored in most appli
cations .

APPENDIX

APPENDIX A
'

«

COMMUTATOR CALCULATIONS

We collect here the individual commutators which are
/
necessary in order to evaluate C H ] . The commutator of
two operators A and B is

[Aj B] = AB-BA

.

.

Z ObKb %b-K-%y I?*']=

Jkf-K-I *6*b-k~t
%
O-K-f J&£
3.Cbk+i bx b%,b^'J~ bk+f bx Jpkf ^ bx+t b%Jk,Kf
+. OJOk b%bx+i >{On'] - Sk S f S k*, k+%
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bx, b-KfJ -“

/

<Ok/-kf

6. 0 b>K+%b x b ^ i b-K?3 - ~b>k b t <fk±%>-k'
7. CbK&i bx+p b-K 'J = - b k h t+ f c ^ r k " l^ b k k f JkrK t

S Ob £^ b-k-<j, S x 'J ~ ~bx bf Jxfj K+$ bx b-x-f J%)~kf
-b fb -x -t
^ ^
?. Obxbxt bt "bKf-XffJ bx bXf-Xtf Jbkff ^ bKffbx Jki Xf-Kff
/22

Obxbf b-x-p SxfJ k f-K*! = 6 x b f Sx-KffJk"j - k - f H-

bxb-x-f bx'-x* Jkffi f
Sxf-X- JkffiX+
Skffbx S J<f-Kf3-x-f Sxff bx b-K-f Jkf-Kf'j%
bx,f bf b-x-% Jxf-Xf, K
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// [bkf% b< bg j

6Ktt

~ £>*+%bn bz'-tc# J^vi ^ +

b% b%-t;'f dt^k*

b v f b k + i b k cffjk'-K* + ^ v b x t f b$ dksic'-t"

/2 . f b t b k j b-k"b-ic'-hk>'J~ ~

b-ic'tKv cC ^ k ~ b -k * b K J kj -K'+*"

/«5,J- bn+%bk b^,b-k"J>-tc*+k»-J~ G£/S/C
f t. C b t &%&*+%) b -K " b -k '+ k " J ~ ' b k b>K+fb-k'-t-K* c/ftt-k" ~~
b $ b k + f b-k'-hk" d~k"j K ~b>-k"bk bk+$ <J%j-k'+K" ~~
b-k" b f bk+% cTkr k'+k*
/S . CCk C f JC-t - f > b -k " b-k'-hk*
b n b -k -f

"k*

“

^bk b f J k", k +-$ *

b f b -K -f Ckj~k" ) b-k'-hk" "~b-k" (b k b f

C-K'-He*, -k-f b b k b - k - f C f , -k'+k* ^ Cf b - k - f C^j

+k")

/6. CbCk bk, J o k w b k itC ~ C k S kiiCkj k*+*' - £** +** b k J k sk *

/Z Cbkbf b-krfj £/:*+*•bk"J~ ^bkSf C k*+&-*-% 7^
b * b-K -f Ckii+*') % + b f b -k -f Ckj k*+k' ) b k»
/&. C b k + t S k b f i bk*+*' S k ifJ

s

b k + f b k b k * C fj k*+K'

^*

JJk+f bf bk" Ck;*"+*' ~ b*'‘+k' bk Sf Ck+fj K"
/?. C b tJ d f b k + f j dk*+*' S n " ] - btc C f b k " C k+p k"+k'
bk«+k'bk b k t f C p ** ~ bk"+/c'bf b k + f C k jk "
2^.

C b t b f b tk - f ) JCk"tk'S k iiJ zx G ttb tc

Z l C S * b f bk+f> b**"

J ~ G tfb/c

Commutators 13, 20, and 21 result in expressions which c on
tain only creation or annihilation operators; there is no
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mixture of the two.
culations.

Hence they will not influence our cal

The commutators no displayed above are zero.

APPENDIX B
WEIZSACKER INHOMOGENEITY CORRECTION

Historically, Weizsacker

29

introduced his correction to

the Thomas-Fermi statistical treatment of the atom in order
to account for the fact that an electron wavefunction de v 
iates from a plane wave when the potential is a spatiallyvarying function.
In the electron gas problem the initial assumption is
that any electron moves in a region of constant potential;
the kinetic energy which results from the fact that electrons
are Fermions is given by the Pauli term, E q . (2.15a).

When

there are density fluctuations in the system, an electron
can find itself in regions of nonuniform density and there
fore nonuniform potential.

The Weizsacker term will account

for its change in kinetic energy.
The following derivation closely follows Weizsacker1s
original arguments.

If there is a spatial variation of the

density such that the density can be written as

fj x
K U K V = Y r^or;
where

OO

is real and N is the total number of particles,

then we shall set the wavefunction for an electron in the
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system to be

% 'e

ik-r

-//2.

cftnV

and assume it to be normalized.

It is related to the d en

sity as

n(.r>- z

•

The total kinetic energy is

<T>=

P v^Vz

^ "f2t5T z*

The second term in the above integral must vanish because it
is purely imaginary and
zero).

is real (the sum over k will be

When integrated by parts, the last term reduces to

the following if CP(K) is assumed to go to zero on the surface
of the volume:

VcP can be related to y n

-

v

H

=

W

-

The sum over k (and the implied sum over the two spin states)
produces an N; the energy associated with this term is then
^

zm
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This is the Weizsacker correction.
The first term in

turns out to be the Pauli energy;

after changing the sum over k and spin into an integral over
k with a sum over the spin (which introduces a factor of 2),
we arrive at
57k

£

^Jd v ^ =

A

TuFp

where kQ is the Fermi momentum, X'e- (3lTz//A/) y^.

Expressing

Ep in terms of the volume V and differentiating with respect
to the volume, we find the p r e s s u r e :

?(M/3-£n03This is just E q . (2.12a).

I

APPENDIX C
LIFETIME FOR PLASMON DECAY

Equation (6.7) gives the transition rate for one plasmon decaying into two.
is found by summing

The lifetime due to such a process

1/J+c over

all q.

q is converted to an integral.

As u s u a l , the sum over

Because of the restriction

placed on q due to energy conservation,
performed in spherical coordinates.

the integral is best

We have from E q . (6.7)

and the equation following it that

r

W F f r A ujJ I

UuUtg

-I

<>

t

■u

Although it appears rather innocuous, the integrand is cornplicated, for the function
-f ~

must lie between I and -I in order that the integral be n o n 
zero.

As a function of q, f clearly diverges at low q as

1/q, and as q at high q.
At the minimum

It has a minimum at

COa/ZA

.
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This minimum must be less than I for the integral to be n o n 
zero.

(Note that f is never negative).

where we have put K=akc where

a

I.

Let us write f

If we want f

as

to be

I then

But we have already found in Chapter VI that the decay will
just occur if

.

Then j6-/*Z2£//2 and a=l,

This is

expected, of course, since the decay will occur first for
the largest wavevector, K=k^.
jS

If the density were greater,

would have a coefficient of rg which is larger than

1.48.

Then f' could be less than I for an a less than I,

which would permit plasmons with wavevectors less than k^ to
decay.

Let us therefore consider the case of a density

large enough so that f

and converting to

is less than I.

(3 we have

Putting
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When a and
b.

/Sz* are given, this is a quadratic equation for

Let us write

/S1= 0^Kf

and put f=l.

Then

a37/r,+loci.c _ a w + g
abocir, ~~
a.6
*
S=

,

(c.

The form of the radicand above again informs us that
is a magic number, for if

</'*£>

which cannot be tolerated.

Now at high densities

d.=/.+8

b will be imaginary,

the limits on b are

(large c< )
?

a?*./J1
Therefore

~

kc )

#37)
O.S7
a.<*~ ) 6,-<*.(/- CL1* '

Thus ,
_JL-

[(. o ^ 7 )t (O'** f ]

At high densities we have (see E q . (3.1))

The appropriate expression for A is that predicted by the
microscopic theory; in the high density limit this quantity
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is just 9/5 the second term in E q . (2.17):

Taking the ratio of the last two equations, multiplying by
the necessary constants, and converting to dimensionless
density units, we have

(a#<$4x/o8
)= a7
,r/(s.ezvor
J.*rec.
V

ITTkzAooi

(C.2)

Therefore, the lifetime of a plasmon of wavevector K due to
decay into two plasmons is given by

When the density parameter rg is given (keeping in mind that

U

is a function of r ) the lifetime can be computed for

any K consistent with the energy-conservation condition. - A
plasmon with K less than k^ can decay via this mode if the
density is large enough.
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